Falcon Thinclads Race To 4th Win

Twelve Firsts Spark Victory Over Franklin

By DICK REMMEN
Sports Editor

Gronen, who led the team with a trio of double-winners, captured the first leg of the race, the exchange of the baton, the action took place in the 880-relay against Livotin-Franklin last Thursday, completing the second leg of the race, hands the baton to Gronen who later passed it to Jeff Schuh. Gronen won the relay and the meet.

Baron Batters Pound W. B'field for 14 Hits

By RUS HAGLEY
Special Writer

The Blanchfield Hills Batters have not scored 10 runs since May 19 and after dropping a game to Holly on May 27 and 19 and 6 to 7 Blanchfield Hills at home Monday, May 27, 19 — the victory was its second in as many attempts since they lost the last game of the season Friday. The Batters led the game 7-0 after the first two innings, and were never threatened.